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From Reader Review The Berenstain Bears: We Love Trucks! for
online ebook

Jessica says

I liked all of the vehicles, but they weren’t all trucks which the title implies.

Stephanie Shaw says

My son is in LOVE with this book. He cannot get enough of it.

Katie says

II

Rosa Cline says

This is a level 1 reading book, easy text for a beginning reader. Once they grab these easy words it will help
the child's self esteem as they are happy they can read it.

Gramps know the children love trucks and as he takes them in his pick up they see and discuss all the various
trucks there are in our neighborhood and what they do. From moving trucks, concret trucks, fire trucks,
ambulance, RV, animal trailers etc. My adult special needs son loved this story.

Courtney says

My children love these little books. They thoroughly enjoy each and every story, as if they are all unique and
individual without any cause for similarity among them. Even though sometimes, they might seem tedious
and repetitive to me as a parent, I do enjoy being able to read short-stories to my children that are clean and
respective.

Rita says

Obviously, my 3 year old grandson loved it.



Nichole says

Jude read

Jan says

The three Berenstain Bear kids take a ride with Grizzly Gramps in his pickup truck to go to Farmer Ben's
farm. Along the way, they see many different kinds of trucks, and watch some of them doing their work. Fun
for preschoolers and new readers who love trucks. An I Can Read book, Level 1.

Krystal Littrell says

Very quick and easy read. My kids are 6,7,9 and 10. My 10 and 7 year old (which are both boys) found it a
bit boring but my 9 year old daughter liked it and took an AR test on it. I think it is geared towards kids who
are 6 and under as it seems to teach them what each truck they discuss does.

Kristina says

I thought this was a cute book. my kids love trucks and this was right up their alley. I would recommend this
book to others.

JJ says

This book is great. I like it

Cassandra Gelvin says

Tiresome book about trucks.

It's pretty simplistic. It kind of makes me think of Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks and Things that Go,
which my kid had a copy of and which was a lot more interesting than this book, but apparently a lot of fun
to rip into pieces as well.

Basically, different trucks appear on different pages as the cubs ride with their grandfather and they like all
kinds of trucks and they look at trucks and the trucks are doing truck things. The end.

There's no real storyline to it. For comparison, the Richard Scarry book has several things going on, like a
pig family taking a picnic, driving to the beach and back. Also, there's a police officer chasing a bad driver,
and an accident on one page. There's all kinds of things happening in that book. This book is just like,



"Here's a truck. It does its thing. Here's a dump truck. It dumps things. Here's a tow truck. It tows things."
This is really boring. Very basic. I guess the idea is for younger kids to be able to read it themselves.

The best part: the tow truck is towing a truck that says "Mayor" on the side of it that has clearly just run into
a stop sign, and the mayor is sitting in the cab of the tow truck looking chagrined.

For more children's book reviews, see my website at http://www.drttmk.com.

Alysha Gaskins says

Kids loved it! Describes all sorts of trucks.

Kristine Hansen says

Gramps takes the cubs on a car ride to Farmer Ben's. They see trucks.

I'm just not impressed with these newer books in the series. Sure we saw trucks, but I've seen it done better
in other books for children, in a more engaging way. There really is nothing much interesting about how
these trucks were drawn. And my boys who really loved truck books growing up, would have been bored
with this one.

The car ride becomes an excuse to show off different kinds of trucks. While the book is still ok, and gives a
fair introduction to trucks, the premise is weak. We've seen in countless other books that the cubs can walk
over to Farmer Ben's house. They've had summer jobs there before. I'VE SEEN MAPS. While I understand
that this is a children's book, kids really do appreciate it when you keep the universe consistent. And with
Farmer Ben established as a long time neighbor it seems to me that a different excuse could have been made
(going to a car show, visiting a different friend, traveling to a county fair...anything really) that would have
also exposed the cubs to trucks.

This is lazy. I really just don't like lazy books. So for that reason I'm dropping this back to 2 stars.


